FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Zetron to Demonstrate Next Generation Public Safety Communications
Technology and Business Continuity Advancements at APCO 2019
Redmond, WA August 8, 2019 – Zetron, a global leader in integrated mission critical communications technology, today
announced its line-up of featured public safety communications demonstrations for APCO International’s Annual Conference
& Expo (#APCO2019) on August 12 and 13, 2019. APCO 2019 is the premier event for public safety communications officials,
from frontline telecommunicators to communication center and operations leadership.
On the cusp of celebrating 40 years in business, Zetron is established as one of the most reliable and trusted brands for high
quality public safety technology. The company offers a robust portfolio of command and control solutions purpose-built
specifically for mission critical applications in public safety, transportation, utilities, and other operational communications
centers and ecosystems where collaboration, coordination and efficiency are paramount.
At APCO 2019, Zetron will demonstrate live production versions of its core MAX Systems and ACOM Command & Control
technologies, including both platform and standalone best-of-breed solutions for call handling, dispatch, mapping, and fire
station alerting. A production version of the innovative and newly released CommandIQ portable dispatch workstation will
also be on display for the first time at an APCO event.
Zetron will host several “Flash Demos” in the APCO Exhibit Hall to highlight specific technology capabilities geared to improve
the efficiency and operational continuity of public safety communications in succinct three to five minute focused sessions.
Flash Demo topics include:
• How text-to-speech technology is being leveraged in public safety dispatch environments beyond Fire Station Alerting –
8/12 at 11:30 a.m. and 8/13 at 3:00 p.m.
• Integrated Text to 9-1-1: How NG911 is reshaping public safety communications and making yesterday’s “nice to haves”
today’s “can’t live withouts”– 8/12 at 2:30 p.m.
• The ABCs of disaster recovery, including the key business continuity metrics every mission critical communications
professional should know – 8/12 at 4:30 p.m. and 8/13 at 1:00 p.m.
• Pre-answer location information and supplemental caller data are saving time and lives. See how – 8/13 at 11:00 a.m.
All Flash Demos will take place at the Zetron booth (#731) in the APCO 2019 Exhibit Hall. Visit www.zetron.com/apco19 to
see more on APCO 2019, or for more information about Zetron and its portfolio of mission critical communications technology
solutions, visit www.zetron.com.

About Zetron, Inc.
Zetron has been designing and manufacturing integrated mission-critical communications systems since 1980. Its offerings
include NG9-1-1 call-taking, CAD, mapping, dispatch, voice logging, fire station alerting, and location service systems. They are
expandable, interoperable, and able to support geo-diverse operations. What’s more, Zetron backs its products with technical
support, training, and project management services known for their skill and responsiveness. With offices in the United
States, the United Kingdom, and Australia, and a global network of partners, resellers, and system integrators, Zetron has
installed thousands of systems and tens of thousands of console positions worldwide. Zetron is a wholly owned subsidiary of
JVCKENWOOD Corporation. For more information, visit: www.zetron.com.
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